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Letter 536
Outpost (G6)
Behind Enemy Lines
2016-11-07
Dear Jesus,
Monday, 7 November 2016, 6AM.
One of the ways I have been helped to keep my job at (G6) is to hear my angels characterize
my presence there in ways that are humorous, or perhaps more truthful than my day to day
activities there might otherwise let on.
I really don’t like to single out any of my angel family for credit. This is due mostly because I
understand what a tight-knit team they are (and we have become). But each one has their
own specialty and level of authority. And they all do their jobs well. I both grateful and
appreciative of having been adopted into such a great family.
What I am about to describe happened not long after Satan himself was cast out of (G6). But
his resources were still at large and had to be dealt with.
One day I was working in (G6d). There was a patient that had come in for treatment, and he
and some family members were walking down the hallway to leave. I happened to be
pushing my cart in the opposite direction, but had stopped to wait for them to pass me.
Suddenly I sensed and started to see some demon spirits with the people I was passing. One
of the demons was attempting to shoot a curse at me. Then in the spirit I saw angel Gabe
suddenly move from my right side to my left side and punch out the demon who was
associated with the patient and his people. This happened within a second, but I saw the
whole thing.
And over the years Gabe has insinuated many times that (G6) was like Stalag 13 from the
TV show Hogan’s Heroes. This was one of my favorite TV shows when I was a kid.
To quote Wikipedia.com:
The premise of the show is that the prisoners of war (POWs) are actually using the camp as a
base of operations for Allied espionage and sabotage against Nazi Germany as well as to help
Allied POWs from other camps and defectors to escape Germany (including supplying them
with civilian clothes and false identiDication). The prisoners work in cooperation with an
assortment of resistance groups (collectively called "the Underground"), defectors, spies,
counterspies, disloyal ofDicers, and others. The mastermind behind the whole operation is the
senior ranking prisoner US Army Air Forces Colonel Robert Hogan. His staff of experts in
covert operations comprises two Americans, one British serviceman, and one Frenchman.
They are able to accomplish schemes such as having a prisoner visit the camp as a phony Adolf
Hitler[1] or rescuing a French Underground agent from Gestapo headquarters in Paris.[2][3]
The show is thus a combination of several writing styles that were popular in the 60s: the
"wartime" show, the "spy" show, and "camp comedy".
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This did give me a reason to smile. At least a little.
Before Satan’s departure, when the Zighting was the Ziercest in (G6d), sometimes Gabe
would Zlash a scene from Star Trek - Deep Space Nine. In this scene Commander Worf kills
an enemy alien, a Vorta, by grabbing and twisting the alien’s head until his neck breaks.
Gabe’s message was simple yet clear. I was Zighting aliens (demons and fallen angels) not of
this world, and “killing” their ability to function by obeying God’s Word. This took time
since I only worked in (G6d) a couple times a week. But the brief vision helped my resolve
to continue, and not quit. Toward the end there were fallen angels stationed in the hallway
outside of every occupied patient room. Their sole assignment was to do anything possible
to get me to quit the job at (G6).
I remember shortly after I audio recorded Letter 193 Volume 4, I was listening to it on my
iPod while working in (G6d). I was walking down a hall that was not occupied, carrying a
wooden dust-mop handle in my hand.
Coincidentally, just as the audio came to the part where Joshua held out his spear in
obedience to the command of the Lord, I was able to hold the broom handle, which at that
point became a staff, up over my head.

"

The Book of Joshua, chapter 8, verse 18.
Then the Lord said to Joshua,
“Stretch out the spear that is in your hand toward Ai,
for I will give it into your hand.”
And Joshua stretched out the spear
that was in his hand toward the city.

And many, many times over the years Gabe would quote the Scripture verse that says:

"

“DO NOT BE OVERCOME BY EVIL, BUT OVERCOME EVIL WITH GOOD”.

Last month the Lord Holy Spirit characterized (G6) as an outpost of Kingdom Operations
behind enemy lines . I know this is true, and have seen the evidence.
But I still hate the place. It’s just that I love God and my wife (M) more than I hate (G6). The
only thing that really makes sense to me in the midst of the pain of my broken body and
career is to do what You say to do. So that’s what I keep doing.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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